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ABSTRACT 
The genotypes Giza 3. Giza 40. Giza 429, Giza Blanca and Triple White were 

diallel crossed and F, and F,'s and reciprocals in addition to parents were evaluated in open 
field. 

Significant differences were observed among genotypes for all studied traits The 
F1 hybrids were snperior over means of all parents in most of characters. Heterosis was 
significant and positive for most characters and ranged from 55 %for plant seed yield to 
5. 9 % for seeds per pod. Significant negative heterosis was detected for position of first 
podded node (-5.6o/<l) and days to flowering (-8 7 %). 

Significant differences were found between F 1 and its reciprocals for most of 
characters. Some reciprocal cross differences were detected also in F2. Inbreeding 
depression occurred in F, for most characters and reached 28 % for plant seed yield. 

Compared to the better pareots, several F1 hybrids recorded significant positive 
heterosis for different characters, but negative heterosis occurred too. Inbreeding depression 
in F2 was detected in most characters but. inbreeding gain was also found 

Largest part of total genetic variability (judged by GCNSCA) was due to additive 
type of gene action for all characters except plant height and seed yield in F, which are 
largely controlled by dominance gene effects. 

Different parental combinations showed differing general and specific combining 
ability for different characters and selection in segregating generntion would lead to crop 
improvement due to genetic divergence of parental genotypes. 

The inheritance of blotches on flower wings was studied in four crosses including 
T.W (blotchless) and the pareots G.40,G.3.G.429andG.B.(blotched).TheF1 hybrids 
possessed blotched wings. The F, segregating indicated that tbis character is controlled by 
one pairs of factors, with blotched dominant. 

The parental genotypes T. W. and G.B. have seeds with colourless hilum. The F1 

plants witlt parents G.3. G. 40 and G.429 had black bilum and the F, segregated into the 
ratio of 3 black bilum : I colourless bilum, revealing that this character is controlled by one 
gene pair with the black bilum dominant. 

Phenotypic correlation coefficients among seed yield and its components were 
significant in most cases. Plant height, number of branches, pods and seeds/plant were 
highly correlated with seed yield. Highly significant correlations were found between mean 
performance of the parents and the mean performance in F1 and F, hybrids for most 
characters. Also significant positive correlations were found between mean performance of 
parents and their general combining ability in F1 and F-; generations for most characters. 

All tlte genotypes were affected by caging conditions and produced less numbers 
of branches. pods. seeds and seed yield compared with open field sister plants. The parent 
T. W. was least affected by caging. 



The F1 plants have intermediate fertility values between their parents. However. 
the F, were higher in autofertility than F1 hybrids and results indicated the posstbility of 
improvements of autofertility character by crossing between local cultivars and the 
genotype Triple White. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Faba bean, Vicia faba, is the most important pulse crops of Egypt. 

Unfortunately, it suffers from narrow genetic variability (Abdalla 1982). 
Enriching the useful variability of the crop needs, among other ways, to 
explore cross breeding methods. Diallel cross technique is employed to 
provide information concerning nature of gene actions and interactions 
involved in inheritance of quantitative characters. This will assist the 
breeders to chose specific breeding procedures. 

Therefore, the objectives of these studies were to explore potentiality 
of different faba bean parents for cross breeding program and to evaluate 
magnitudes of heterosis and inbreeding depression in hybrids of these used 
parents. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Five faba bean genotypes: Giza 3, Giza 40, Giza 429, Giza Blanca 

and Triple White were used as parents in a diallel mating design including 
reciprocals in 1994/1995. The F1 were grown in 1995/1996 to obtain F2. In 
1996/1997 parents (5), Ft's (20), F,'s (20) (including reciprocals) were 
grown in a Randomized Complete Block design with three replications. The 
experimental plot consisted of two, one and three ridges for each parent, F 1 

and F, generation, respectively. Each ridge was 3 m long and 60 em apart. 
Seeds were sown at one side of ridges at 20 em distances. The work was 
carried out at Sids Agricultural Research Station (ARC). 

Data were subjected to regular analysis. If significant genotypic 
differences were found, sum of squares of genotypes were partitioned to 
GCA and SCA according to Griffing ( 1956) Method I, model I. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Mean characteristics of all parents are presented in Table (1). Parents 

differed significantly in many characteristics. The major variety Giza 
Blanca is characterized by having more branches, fewer numbers of pods 
and podded nodes per main stem, pods per node and per plant and seeds per 
plant, but higher seed index, seeds per pod and was late in flowering and 
maturity. 
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